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Abstract. Recently, much research in quality of service (QoS) routing has fo-
cused on the unicast communication technique. However, Content Delivery 
Network (CDN) approach becomes popular because CDN enables effective and 
inexpensive improvement of Internet service quality. Therefore, we analyze in 
this paper a network processing two kinds of demands: content demands to 
CDN servers and standard unicast demands. Since MPLS defines effective 
mechanism for traffic engineering, we assume that the CDN is located in MPLS 
network. To examine the QoS performance of CDN-enabled MPLS network we 
propose new constraint-based algorithms for CDN server selection and evaluate 
relative performance of these algorithms and the most effective existing QoS 
unicast routing algorithms in terms of the demand rejection ratio. 
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1   Introduction 

Most of interest in context of Quality of Service (QoS) dynamic routing has been 
focused on the unicast traffic [1-2], [5], [7], [14], [17]. This is obvious, since unicast 
routing between a specified pair on network nodes is relatively well understood in 
best effort networks [4]. However, various techniques of network caching have gained 
much attention in recent years. In this work we focus on one of the most efficient 
caching approach – Content Delivery Network (CDN).  

CDN is an interesting and robust approach to enhance the Internet quality. CDN 
uses many servers offering the same content replicated in various locations. User-
perceived latency and the other QoS parameters (e.g. network reliability) can be eas-
ily and inexpensively improved by various techniques of Web content caching. Every 
replicated system must deal with: deciding on placement of replicas and distributing 
requests to object replicas. In this work we focus on the second problem. At present, 
conventional CDNs support only best-effort services. However, due to a big competi-
tion on the telecommunication market, Internet service providers will need to provide 
also QoS services to attract more clients [19]. We assume that the CDN is located in 
MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) network. The MPLS approach proposed by 
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in [12] is a networking technique that 
enables traffic engineering (TE) for carrier networks. We consider a CDN system 
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with traffic engineering capabilities provided by the MPLS. Note that the traffic of 
CDN is also referred to as anycast traffic [4], [18]. The novelty of this work is that we 
analyze QoS performance of a network that can accept two kinds of demands: content 
demands to CDN servers and standard unicast demands. Only few previous works on 
this subject uses such approach [4]. There has not been, however, any study we are 
aware of that examines QoS dynamic routing of both unicast and anycast traffic in 
MPLS network. 

The main goal of this work is to examine performance of various server selection 
algorithms and unicast dynamic routing algorithms in CDN network using the MPLS 
environment. Due to limited size of the paper, we don’t present and discuss other 
issues related dynamic routing in CDN like: signalling protocols, client demand pre-
diction, QoS network architecture, content distribution.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes issues of 
CDN and MPLS. In Section 3, we present algorithms for content server selection. 
Section 4 includes results of simulations. We conclude in Section 5. 

2   CDN-Enabled MPLS Network 

Content Delivery Network is defined as mechanisms to deliver a range of content to 
end users on behalf of origin Web servers. The original information is offloaded from 
source sites to other content servers located in different locations in the network. For 
each request, the CDN tries to find the closest server offering the requested Web page 
[8]. CDN delivers the content from the origin server to the replicas that are much 
closer to end-users. The set of content stored in CDNs servers is selected carefully. 
Thus, the CDNs’ servers can approach the hit ratio of 100%. It means that almost all 
request to replicated servers are satisfied [9]. 

Conventional CDN systems routes user requests to the nearest server using a redi-
rection methods. Since redirection mechanisms don’t directly select a route to the 
server, they are not effective in terms of network resources usage. Hence, some re-
quests are rejected because the CDN redirects user to a server, which can be strongly 
loaded or links leading to this server are congested. Therefore, in this work we as-
sume that the CDN consisting of content servers is located in MPLS network that 
provides traffic engineering capabilities. We call such a network CDN-enabled MPLS 
network. However, also other architectures can be used for provision of QoS and TE 
capabilities in CDN. For more details refer to [4], [18].  

A user in the CDN-enabled MPLS network can generate two kinds of requests: 

! Unicast is a standard MPLS unicast demand defined by a following triple: ingress 
router (source node), egress router (destination node) and the amount of required 
bandwidth requirement. A constraint-based dynamic routing algorithm is used to 
calculate a path for a unicast demand. If a feasible path doesn’t exist, the demand is 
rejected.  

! Content is a demand to the Content Delivery Network. It is defined by a triple: 
ingress router – node in which a CDN client is located, bandwidth requirement of 
upstream LSP (from the client to the server) and bandwidth requirement of down-
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stream LSP (from the server to the client). When a content demand is issued, first 
QoS-based server selection algorithm is used to pick a content server. If none of 
CDN servers is reachable, the demand is rejected. Otherwise, two LSPs are estab-
lished: upstream (from ingress node to server) and downstream in the opposite di-
rection. A constraint-based dynamic routing algorithm is applied for calculation of 
both LSPs.  

For simplicity, we assume that CDN servers provide the same long-lived content re-
lated to services like: distance learning, e-books, software distribution, archives of 
electronic entertainment (MP3 files, movies), FTP. Examples of unicast demands are: 
Voice over IP, teleconferences, exchanging of files, VPN, less popular WWW servers. 

The CDN-enabled MPLS can deal with both kinds of demands in order to satisfy 
selected QoS constraints. It is worth mentioning that most of previous work on dy-
namic routing and CDNs consider only one of the two kinds of demands presented 
above. In our work we are interested in the combination of these two trends. It is 
much more realistic case, since usually existing network carry various kinds of traffic 
in the same links using the same routing algorithms.  

One of the most important issues of CDN is the mechanism used for requests redi-
rection. Transparent replication assumes redirecting a client’s request for a document 
to one of the physical replicas. In [8] it has been presented the most popular practical 
and theoretical approaches of requests redirection: client multiplexing, IP multiplex-
ing, DNS indirection, HTTP redirection and anycast, peer-to-peer routing. Generally, 
CDN routes user requests to the nearest or lowest-load server to reduce network 
latency. The effectiveness of a server selection strategy depends on its ability to take 
into account the metrics that contribute to the improvement of the QoS perceived by 
the users. Therefore, in our work we assume that when a user issues a new request to 
a CDN server, the special constraint-based server selection algorithm is applied. 
Such an algorithm uses the traffic engineering information on network saturation and 
selects the best content server in terms of network resources usage. We apply the 
explicit routing mode of MPLS [12]. Thus, the server selection can be transparent to 
end user, because the selection algorithm is located in the ingress node of MPLS 
network that is responsible also for the path selection. Similar approach referred to 
as source route option is mentioned in [18] in the context of anycast in Ipv6 net-
works. We assume that the following link state information applied for server selec-
tion either is flooded by the routing protocol or known administratively: total flow 
on link, link capacity, location of content servers and network topology. Three first 
items require extensions considering the traffic engineering provided by extended 
version of OSPF [6], [13]. 

3   Algorithms for Content Server Selection 

In this section we present 3 algorithms that can be used for selection of content server 
when a content demand arrives in the network. The CDN-enabled MPLS network is 
modeled as ),( cG , where ),( AVG =  is a directed graph with n vertices representing 
routers or switches and m arcs representing links, +→ RAc :  is a function that de-
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fines capacities of the arcs. We denote by VAo →:  and VAd →:  functions defin-
ing the origin and destination node of each arc.  

To mathematically represent the problem we introduce the following notations 

af  Represents the total flow on arc a, it is calculated as a sum of all 

LSP’s bandwidth requirements that uses arc a. 

ac  Capacity of arc a. 

aaa fcr −=  Residual capacity of arc a. 

∑=
=vidi

iv fg
)(:

 Flow of node v - aggregate flow of incoming arcs of v. 

∑=
=vidi

iv ce
)(:

 Capacity of node v - aggregate capacity of incoming arcs of v. 

vvv geh −=  Residual capacity of node v. 
up
dQ  Upstream bandwidth requirement of demand d. 

down
dQ  Downstream bandwidth requirement of demand d. 

od Origin (ingress) node of content demand d. 

We say that a content server is located in node v when it is connected to node v 
using a link of very high capacity. Consequently, the connection between content 
server and network node (e.g. router) cannot become a bottleneck. Furthermore, we 
make an assumption that every server can serve a large number of demands. Thus, 
we don’t limit the amount of service that can be provided at any server. According to 
[9], it is a reasonable assumption, since increasing the number of content servers is 
much more difficult than increasing the capacity of a server. The number of servers 
is frequently given a priori due to cost and administrative reasons, while the capacity 
constraint can be overcome by adding more machines and storage space. Conse-
quently, the only limitation of the content server workload is capacity of links lead-
ing the network node in which the server is located. However, server selection algo-
rithms presented below can be easily modified to include also constraints on server 
workload or storage capacity. 

In the server selection algorithms we use the feasible network approach applied in 
the context of QoS unicast routing algorithm [1], [5], [7], [14], [17]. The feasible 
network for a new demand consists of all routers and links, for which residual capac-
ity exceeds bandwidth requirement of the new demand. More precisely, we consider 
bandwidth requirements of both paths: upstream and downstream associated with a 
particular anycast demand and use for calculation of feasible network the bigger value 
of these two bandwidth requirements. Thus, routing in the feasible network guaran-
tees that acceptance of a new anycast demand will not violate the capacity constraint. 
Moreover, only content servers reachable in the feasible network can be taken into 
account in the selection what facilitates the process. Such servers are called available. 
Let Bd denote the set of servers that are available for demand d. Note that the terms 
server and server node are used interchangeably and they mean the node in which the 

server is located. Let ),max( downup
ddd QQQ = . To find the set Bd we do the following 

algorithm 
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1. Prune the network. Remove from the network each link for which da Qr ≤ .  

2. Server checking. Assign metric 1 to each link. For each node v with content server 
apply the shortest path algorithm (e.g. Dijkstra) to check if a path between od and v 
exists. If such a path exists add the node server v to the set Bd. 
Now we present three QoS server selection algorithms for a content demand d. 

Hop Number Server (HNS) Algorithm 

1. Find available servers. Calculate set Bd of available servers for demand d. If set 
Bd is empty, reject the demand and stop the algorithm. 

2. Find the server cost. In the feasible network for demand d assign metric 1 to each 
link. For each server node v included in set Bd find the shortest path between v and 
od. Let L(v) denote length of the path. 

3. Server selection. Select server from the set Bd with the lowest value of L(v). If two 
or more servers have the same minimal value of L, choose server for which resid-
ual capacity hv of node v is the largest. 

Hop Number Widest Server (HNWS) Algorithm  

1. Find available servers. Calculate the set Bd of available servers for demand d. If 
set Bd is empty, reject the demand and stop the algorithm. 

2. Find the server cost. In the feasible network for demand d assign metric 1 to each 
link. For each server node v included in set Bd find the shortest path between v and 
od. Let L(v) denote length of the path. 

3. Server selection. Select server v from the set Bd with the lowest value of (L(v)/hv).  

Residual Capacity Server (RCS) Algorithm 

1. Find available servers. Calculate the set Bd of available servers for demand d. If 
set Bd is empty, reject the demand and stop the algorithm. 

2. Server selection. Select server from the set Bd with the largest value of residual 
capacity hv of server node v. 

In all algorithms we take into account only available servers. Server selection is 
done according to two metrics: hop distance to the server and the residual capacity of 
server node. The former metric ensures selection of the nearest (in terms of the hop 
number) server. However, this can lead to the congestion of network links leading to 
the server node. Therefore, the latter function is applied to balance the content de-
mands among various servers in the network.  

Computational cost of all three algorithms proposed above is O(mnr), where r de-
notes the number of content servers in the network. The major effort is to find shortest 
paths for all content servers. Therefore, complexity O(mn) of shortest path algorithm 
is multiplied by r. However, in some cases the number of servers is a constant and it 
does not depend on the network size (defined by the number of nodes). Consequently, 
under such assumption complexity of server selection algorithms can be reduced to 
O(mn) – the same as many dynamic online routing algorithms, e.g. Minimum Hop 
Algorithm (MHA), Constraint Shortest Path First (CSPF) [2], second stage of Dy-
namic Online Routing Algorithm (DORA) [14] and Least Interference Optimization 
Algorithm (LIOA) [1]. In contrast, Minimum Interference Routing Algorithm 
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(MIRA) [7] has complexity of (O(n5)+O(m2)), the first stage of DORA has complex-
ity of O(n3m2). 

Sometimes server selection algorithm may seem to overlap with the routing algo-
rithm. However, one of our major assumptions is that the consider network supports 
and applies existing traffic engineering online routing algorithms (e.g. MHA, CSPF 
[2], DORA [14], LIOA [1]) and we do not have to change the routing protocol. Con-
sequently, the same routing algorithm can be used for unicast and anycast demands. 
Therefore, we develop special algorithms for CDN server selection that cooperating 
together with unicast routing algorithms enable establishing of anycast demands. 
Nonetheless, it is possible to develop a mixed algorithm that can jointly select a server 
and find a path to the server. Such an approach leads to the situation, in which two 
various routing algorithms are indispensable in the network: one for unicast demands 
and one for anycast demands.  

In this paper we focus on online, dynamic routing of demands. However, also 
many static routing optimization problems are widely discussed in the literature, e.g. 
[3], [10]. In [15-16] static versions of CDN network design problems are considered 
– heuristics and an exact algorithm based on the branch-and-cut approach are pro-
posed. 

4   Results 

We now describe our simulation setup and scenarios. We conducted simulation ex-
periments to evaluate the server selection algorithms: HNS, HNWS, RCS and four 
dynamic routing algorithms: MHA, CSPF [2], DORA using the bandwidth proportion 
parameter BWP=0.5 [14] and LIOA using the calibration parameter α =0.5 [1]. It 
makes 12 combinations of both types of algorithms. As the performance indicator we 
apply the demand rejection ratio. The objective of conducting performance evaluation 
is twofold. First, we want to evaluate various algorithms in terms of rejection ratio for 
various simulation scenarios. Next, we plan to examine the influence of number and 
location of CDN servers on the demand rejection. 
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Fig. 1. Network topology used in the experiments 
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The network on which we conduct our experiment consists of 36 nodes and 144  
directed links (Fig. 1). Each network node can be used as an ingress and egress node. 
The bold lines represent links of size 96 units while other lines are links of size 48 
units. The link capacities were chosen to model capacity ratio of OC-48 circuits. Dur-
ing simulations, the link capacities were scaled by a factor 100 to enable establishing 
of thousands of LSPs. We consider static demands resembling long-lived MPLS tun-
nels that once established, they stay in the network for a long time. The same network 
was analyzed in [16]. 

In our experiments we conducted simulations for 12 combinations of content serv-
ers location (Table 1). The number of content servers is from 1 to 4. Since we want to 
examine how the number of content servers has an effect on demand rejection, we 
consider three cases (1A, 1B and 1C), in which there is only one server. Actually, we 
cannot call such scenario a CDN. Therefore, these three cases were not considered in 
the phase of algorithms comparison.  

Table 1. Simulation scenarios of server number and server location 

Case Number of 
servers 

Location of 
servers Case Number of 

servers 
Location of 

servers 
1A 1 14 3A 3 9, 14, 27 
1B 1 15 3B 3 5, 23, 30 
1C 1 30 3C 3 9, 15, 25 
2A 2 14, 30 4A 4 5, 9, 23, 27 
2B 2 5, 27 4B 4 5, 7, 25, 30 
2C 2 9, 25 4C 4 9, 14, 23, 30 

In the simulation we use the content demand ratio (CDR) parameter that is defined 
as the ratio of the content demands number to the number of all demands. For in-
stance, CDR=0.3 means that 30% of all demands are addressed to content servers. In 
order to make performance evaluation for various scenarios, we generated randomly 
10 sets of demands for each of the following five values of CDR: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 
0.9. It gives 50 sets of demands in total. Each set consisting of 50000 demands was 
tested for each of 12 server location cases. It means that we have made 50x12=600 
runs of the program that simulates combinations of server selection and routing algo-
rithms. We assume that the requested bandwidth of unicast and content demand is 
randomly distributed between 1 to 10 units of bandwidth. However, in the context of 
content demand this is the downstream bandwidth requirement of the path from the 
server to the user. The upstream path in the opposite direction requires only 1 band-
width unit. It is due to the asymmetric character of traffic in the Internet.  

In the simulation we used the following methodology. For a content demand we 
first apply the server selection algorithm. If the algorithm cannot select a server, the 
demand is rejected. Otherwise, the dynamic routing algorithm is applied to find two 
LSPs between the client node and the server node and reserved bandwidth is updated 
on all links along both paths. A unicast demand is processed in a standard way, i.e.  
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the path between end nodes of the demand is calculated by a routing algorithm. The  
demand is rejected if the algorithm cannot yield a feasible path. Otherwise, reserved 
bandwidth is updated on all links along the path. Note that for both kinds of demand 
we apply the same routing algorithm. We repeat the same procedure for all 12 combi-
nations of server selection and routing algorithms. 

We do not model the real-time aspects of signaling protocols. We model these 
processes as functioning perfectly and we focus only on the purely capacity-related 
issues. After each individual demand placement, the available capacity is updated and 
the next demand in the sequence gets its chance, and so on until all demand have had 
a chance to be processed. Outcome of each experiment is the limiting outcome as it 
depends purely on basic routing and capacity considerations – which are repeatable 
by others. On the contrary, any attempt to also model the signaling dynamics is 
probably not repeatable as it is so utterly dependent on exact implementation details 
and simulation timing. Random timings and delays in signaling interactions with 
capacity seizure effects, protocol delays, and network timing effects will ultimately 
determine the result. 

Table 2. Percentage of rejected demands aggregated over various scenarios 

 Value of CDR parameter Number of servers 

Algorithms All 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 2 3 4 

HNS_DORA 32.95 27.93 25.79 29.29 35.37 46.38 41.81 32.29 24.76 

HNS_LIOA 30.43 27.49 23.17 25.02 31.90 44.57 40.13 29.64 21.52 

HNS_CSPF 31.62 27.54 23.88 27.10 34.00 45.57 40.78 31.02 23.05 

HNS_MHA 33.22 30.01 27.01 28.86 34.66 45.55 41.91 32.86 24.88 

HWNS_DORA 33.08 27.98 25.99 29.47 35.50 46.45 41.89 32.38 24.97 

HWNS_LIOA 30.44 27.49 23.22 25.02 31.90 44.57 40.14 29.63 21.55 

HWNS_CSPF 31.62 27.51 23.90 27.11 34.00 45.58 40.79 31.01 23.06 

HWNS_MHA 33.23 30.01 27.06 28.87 34.66 45.55 41.91 32.88 24.90 

RCS_DORA 39.27 30.22 32.52 37.82 43.88 51.92 45.42 38.68 33.73 

RCS_LIOA 36.58 29.53 28.69 34.13 41.29 49.24 43.46 35.50 30.69 

RCS_CSPF 37.48 29.53 29.80 35.39 42.08 50.62 44.17 36.64 31.64 

RCS_MHA 38.44 31.93 32.45 36.61 41.84 49.39 45.16 37.86 32.31 

Table 2 shows the percentage of rejected demands for aggregated results. We pre-
sent results aggregated for all tested values of CDR (second column) and individual 
results for each of CDR value (columns 3-7). Also the percentage of rejected demands 
obtained for different number of content servers placed in the network aggregated 
over all value of CDR is reported (columns 8-10). The best result (lowest rejection 
ratio) for each category is typed bold. The best performance is obtained for server  
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selection algorithm HNS and routing algorithm LIOA. RCS algorithm yields higher 
rejection ration than two other server selection algorithm. Good performance of LIOA 
confirms the results presented in [1].  
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Fig. 2. Percentage of rejected demands versus trial number for case 4B and CDR=0.3 
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Fig. 3. Percentage of rejects for various simulation scenarios of location and number of servers 

Figure 2 shows the percentage of rejected demands for different algorithms ob-
tained for the case 4B with CDR=0.3. The general trend on Figure 2 is similar to that 
presented in Table 2. The comparison of various algorithms performance shows that 
combination of HNS and LIOA provide the best performance of demand rejects. 
Therefore, in the remainder of the section we present results of these two algorithms 
in order to examine the influence of the number and location of CDN servers on de-
mand rejection ratio.  

Figure 3 shows the percentage of rejects for various simulation scenarios in terms 
of the number of content servers and server location. Each point in the figure repre-
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sents the result aggregated over all tested 50 demands patterns. As one can see, the 
performance depends on the server selection. The largest deviation is observed for 2 
servers case. Obviously, when the number of servers increases, the rejection ratio  
goes down. 
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Fig. 4. Percentage of rejects as a function of CDR for cases 1B, 2B, 3B and 4B  
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Fig. 5. Content vs. unicast demand rejection aggregated for 4 servers scenario 

Figure 4 depicts the demand rejection as a function of CDR for scenarios 1B, 2B, 
3B and 4B. If the number of servers is 1 or 2, the percentage of rejected demands 
grows with increasing of CDR. However, when the number of servers is 3 or 4, 
curves are different. Initially, when CDR is below 0.3 for 3 servers and 0.5 for 4 serv-
ers, the percentage of rejects decreases. It follows from the fact that there are more 
content servers in the network, which can accept content demands. Consequently,  
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LSPs associated with content demands are shorter and leave more open capacity for 
other demands. However, when the ratio of content demands grows more, the limita-
tion on capacity of links leading to servers surpasses the effect of higher number of 
content servers. Thus, relatively more content demands are rejected due to capacity 
constraint on links leading to server nodes. Similar trend can be observed on Figure 5 
presenting the rejection ratio of content and unicast demands aggregated for all cases 
with 4 content servers.  

Figure 6 shows the percentage of rejected demands as a function of demand num-
ber for cases 1B, 2B, 3B and 4B with CDR=0.5. We can watch that increasing the 
number of content servers reduces the number of rejects. For one server case after 
processing of 15000 demands the network starts to reject demands. If there are 4 con-
tent servers, about 37000 demands are accepted until demand rejection occurs. 
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Fig. 6. Percentage of rejects as a function of demand number for cases 1B, 2B, 3B and 4B 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper we have examined a network that can accept two kinds of demands: 
content demands to CDN servers and standard unicast demands. We have proposed 
three algorithms for constraint-based selection of content servers. These algorithms 
either find the best server in terms of traffic engineering or reject the CDN request. 
One of the main advantages of our approach is that for routing of content demand the 
traditional unicast QoS dynamic routing algorithm can be applied. The only differ-
ence, comparing to unicast demands, is that two LSPs are established between client 
node and server node. We have studied the relative performance of four robust unicast 
routing algorithms cooperating with tree server selection algorithms. The lowest 
number of rejected demands provides the combination of HNS and LIOA algo-
rithms.Our analysis of results suggests that both number and location of content serv-
ers contribute significantly to overall network reliability in terms of the rejection ratio. 
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Important factor that has en effect on the number of rejected demands is the propor-
tion of content traffic.  

As an ongoing work, we want to explore the performance of server selection algo-
rithms in a CDN-enabled MPLS network from the perspective of network survivabil-
ity. We plan to simulate content and unicast demand rerouting for various failure 
scenarios using different restoration methods. 
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